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TXC Commitment

Since the founding of TXC, we have long expected to feedback to society as a good corporate

citizen while in pursuit of corporate growth and sustainable development. On honoring commitment,

we have consistently adhered to our operation principle toward upstream and downstream companies,

support social benefit and environmental preservation. In recent years, following attention to topics of

environmental protection and based on our conviction and mission for the society and environmental

protection, internally the company has actively promoted green product design and publicity work of

various environmental protection events so as to serve our corporate responsibility for protection of

the environment.

Based on the guideline of “what is taken from society is used in the interests of society,” within

the scope our capability, TXC will continue to serve society and the public and feedback results to

employees, customers and the disadvantaged social groups, particularly giving priority to basic

education, and make contributions to society in fulfilling our corporate social responsibility. Based on

the explanation mentioned above, TXC Corporation fulfills its social responsibilities in three aspects

as illustrated below :
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TXC Corporate Social Responsibility
Organization Chart
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Company Overview

TXC was established in 1983. Over the past two decades, TXC has been demanding itself to

become “better and better” and “outstanding and further outstanding” in its overall performance. With

the efforts of its employees, TXC ranks the No. 1 professional frequency control product manufac-

turer in Taiwan and top five in the world.

Company Introduction
Founded: December, 1983

The Amount of Capital: 28.73 Billion

The number of employees: 980

Main Business: Professional Frequency control product manufacturer

Products:

Crystals,

Automotive Crystals,

Crystal Oscillators,

SAW Devices,

Timing Module

Headquarter: Taipei, Taiwan

Ping-Cheng Factory: Taoyuan, Taiwan

Ningbo Factory: Zhejiang, China

Headquarter Ping-Cheng Factory Ningbo Factory
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Corporate governance
Over a fairly long time, TXC has applied assiduously to creating a workplace abiding corporate

business ethics and showing respect for the varied background and talents of coworkers. Based on

above conviction the company has formulated the code of conduct for corporate governance and

business ethics.

Since 2006 TXC has conformed to the evaluation expectation in requirements for transparency

and self disclosure and is listed as a grade A company. Over the years, the company has continued to

improve the quality of corporate governance and operation transparency. In 2008, TXC is evaluated

as A+ class by the information disclosure evaluation system of Taiwan Securities and Futures Market

Development Foundation. In 2009, TXC won for the second time the top 10 of A+ class and also

remarked as a company that discloses information voluntarily. The concerned parties are welcome to

go to the company website and view the Corporate Governance Area for real-time inquiry of rules of

procedure of shareholders’ meeting, shareholder information, organizational operation charter and

corporate organizational structure and other information.

In order to demonstrate the outcome of TXC corporate governance and strengthen investor’s

confidence, TXC applied for the corporate governance appraisal sponsored by Corporate Gover-

nance Association of Taiwan. Results of the appraisal will be announced after confirmation.

Business ethics
Righteousness and honor commitment has long been our basis of behavior and value standard.

Forbearance and understanding are our attitude of dignity and respect for everyone and ensure

that everyone has equal opportunity in pursuit of achievement and contribution to overall success of

the enterprise.

The reputation of TXC is hinged on the extent of daily implementation of the code of conduct.

Under the core conviction of sincerity, honesty and forbearance, TXC will distinguish itself in the

industry.
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TXC’s employee code of conduct is as follows:

� Confidential information

Confidential and proprietary information is the valuable asset of TXC. Except for other items

they comprise of: sales and cost information, acquisition and capital reduction information,

work flow and manufacturing processes, financial information, operation secret and technology,

computer program, wages information, sales and marketing plans, customer/supplier/con-

tractor information.

� Conflict of interest

The principle of decision of every colleague of the company shall be based on the benefit of

TXC and not personal interest. We shall not participate in any affairs or events that could

possibly or seemingly impair the obligations of TXC.

� Personal business relation

We shall pay particular attention that personal business shall not influence any decision

making for the company.

� Trans-company organizational relation

Acting as director, senior manager or consultant, even if unpaid, for any companies that have

operational relation with TXC or its agent organizations could give rise to conflict of interest.

� Company business opportunity

Any knowledge of business opportunities that TXC could possibly be after shall not be con-

verted into personal gains.

� External employment

Acceptance of any external employment opportunity provided by our competitors, suppliers

or customers shall give rise to conflict of interest. Before accepting any additional employ-

ment opportunity aside from TXC, it is necessary to consider whether the job would cause

conflict of interest with obligations to TXC.
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� Use of company assets and properties

Use of TXC assets and properties shall be for development of the company only. We shall

properly use such properties. Work time, equipment, raw materials, tools or company proper-

ties carrying away from the office and production site for personal use shall be permitted only

with advance authorization of the supervisor.

� Acceptance of gifts

You shall absolutely not accept any gifts that could possibly impair or influence your fair

decision making judgment.

� Acceptance of reception

Acceptable fortuitous sports events, recreational activities or dining invitations are as follows:

� Such reception conforms to the company regulations of the person who extends the

invitation.

� Such reception is not in response to request of the opposite party.

� Such recreational activities are fortuitous occurrences, appropriate and not costly expense.

� Open disclosure of the reception will not cause any discomfort for the company or rel-

evant individuals.

� Acceptance of the reception has obtained permission of your senior supervisor.

� Accuracy of book of account and records

Accurate information record is important. We shall have the responsibility for correctly pre-

senting all operational information such as: total work hours, sales and business trip expense,

shipping and incoming information, real-time and correct financial data.

� Retention and handling of records and documents

Retention and destruction of operational records and documents shall conform to the com-

pany documentation retention policy and relevant regulations of the affiliated departments.

� Copyright, patent right and trademark

Our intellectual properties are valuable assets and shall comprise of: copyright, patent right

and trademark. We shall respect and protect whatever intellectual properties belonging to

the company or to other persons.
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� Insider news and security trading

We may have heard or in knowledge of relevant insider news before announcement by our

company or other companies. Trading of securities based on such insider news or passing

on such news to any other persons for trading of securities is in violation of the law.

� Use of electronic and computer technology

Electronic and computer technology provided by the company comprise of email, voiced

mail, mobile phone, personal computer, computer network, software, internet linkage or e-

service are company properties. Personal usage of the telephone system, email, internet

and voiced mail are permitted as long as they are fortuitous, appropriate and lawful.
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TXC and party concerned

In recent years, under demand of the international society, enterprises shall no longer aim solely

for maximum profits for the company. As a responsible enterprise, the company shall take care of its

social responsibility in business operation. Owing to the importance of corporate social responsibility,

this chapter and sections shall report on how TXC performs its corporate social responsibility in the

new environment of the 21st century in regard to employees, society, shareholders, customers, sup-

pliers and parties concerned.

Employee
The success of TXC hinges on mutual trust and mutual respect established among employees,

as well as on a work place which values contributions made by each individual employee.

We shall:

� Fully respect the dignity of every colleague.

� Listen to care, concern and recommendations with an open attitude.

� Accept different opinions with an open-mind.

� Open communication/appeal channels

TXC will attempt to understand colleagues’expectations and recommendations for the com-

pany through discussion meetings for new employees, employee satisfaction questionnaire,

executive mailbox and hotline, engineer forum, meetings and review meetings, employee

opinion Box, Employer and Employee Meeting for improvement and provision of a better

working environment and enable the company to truly understand the problems and make

effective improvement.

� Learning and growth

TXC will provide colleagues an open and varied learning environment so that every one of

them can expect abundant reward and growth as long as they are willing to apply themselves

to.

In 2008, the company offered 325 training classes, which totaled 16,647 training hours. The

number of employees received such training reached 5,658 people.
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HD and 6-Sigma courses

� Channels for further studies

With regard to “Advanced Study Channel” and “Training System”, our employees can surf

corporate internal website to make use of the learning platform. (http://scm.txc.com.tw:

7778/portal/page?_pageid=217,1&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL)

� Training system
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� Work and life

Join in TXC and enjoy challenge and interest in work.

� Community events

Currently set up communities include golf club, softball club, badminton club, bicycling

club, basketball club, table tennis club and.etc.

Table tennis club Badminton club Badminton club

Basketball club Bicycling club Bicycling club

� Recreational and Employee Welfare Facilities

The company provides multiple recreational and employee welfare facilities and services,

including fruit bar, corporate convenience store, gym, basketball playground, table tennis

room, billiard table, clinic, cafeteria, and dorm.
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� Health and healthcare

The health of employee is the most valuable resource of TXC. All employees have the re-

sponsibility for establishing and abiding safety and health regulations and policies. The com-

pany will regularly sponsor general medical checkup, special medical checkup, supervisor

medical checkup and flu vaccination to ensure the health of every individual employee.

Physicians and nurses of corporate clinic provides various consultation and diagnosis. They

also sponsor a series of stress relief and stress examinations, customized lectures, stress

relief massage sessions. Health care lectures are provided based on the needs of the em-

ployees so that their health care needs can be satisfied.

� Work safety

TXC maintains a labor safety and hygiene management committee to make sure the com-

pany meets required labor safety and hygiene standards. This measure also assures that all

operational flows are safe and are designed to prevent industrial hazards. Members of this

committee and their responsibilities are described below:
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Chairman (Management representatives) : Adam Lee

Members : Swallow Lin, Wenzhong Yao, Ride Huang, Alex Kuo, Tony Huang,

Brian Huang, Baosheng Fu, Yashow Chen, CoCo Chang, Joe Chou,

Ivy Peng, May Kuo, Duke Qiu, Anie Peng

Job Description :

Title Name Current Position Job Description

Chairman Adam Lee Associate vice president Head of Management Center

Member Swallow Lin Supervisor Quality assurance division manager
(Concurrently executive Secretary)

Member Wenzhong Yao Manager Labor safety and hygiene head

Member Ride Huang Assistant supervisor Labor safety and hygiene management

Member Alex Kuo Associate vice president General Affairs management

Member Tony Huang Supervisor Human resource management

Member Brian Huang Supervisor Procurement management

Member Baosheng Fu Supervisor Factory operation management

Member Yashow Chen Management specialist Nurse

Member CoCo Chang Management specialist General Affairs

Member Joe Chou Senior engineer Equipment management

Member Ivy Peng Management specialist Manufacturing management

Member May Kuo Assistant Management specialist Manufacturing support

Member Duke Qiu Technician Product R&D

Member Anie Peng Chief forewoman Manufacturing management
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Guaranty of employee work safety and safety of machinery and equipment operation are

always the foremost objective of TXC. All employees, without exception, shall be endowed

with the responsibility of safe operation of all operation flows. Each employee shall be re-

quired to abide by all labor safety laws and regulations and standards, and follow all practical

instructions related to safety and efficiency in work.

Machinery Safety Management:

� Procurement and Installation

Machinery suppliers are required to meet the equipment acceptance standards of TXC.

During the transportation process into the factory, the unloading instruction, positioning,

planned moving path, moving confirmation, safety control should be conducted according

to safety handling standards. The employees and suppliers should wear appropriate pro-

tective gear to prevent injuries from happening.

� Equipment Management

When equipment is running smoothly, it should maintained and examined according stan-

dard operating procedure. In case the equipment is running abnormally, the abnormal

conditions should be recorded in the MTS (Maintenance Tracking System) so that follow-

up maintenance and troubleshooting can be conducted.

� Safety System Management

TXC uses “Safety Interlock” system to protect the safety of factory employees. Unless

otherwise authorized, access to the system must never be hindered.

All machinery is equipped with emergency power-off switch. In case an emergency occurs,

the power supply to the equipment can be shut off immediately to stop the operation of the

machine and the supply of chemical substance and avoid deterioration of the problem.

Work Safety Education and Training:

The company provides work safety education and training to establish employee safety work

habits and “Safety is No. 1 Priority” concept. We do our best to achieve “Zero Hazard” goal

and prevent industrial hazards from happening.
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No Hazard Work Time
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Moreover, in the event of natural disasters or contingency incidents derived from accidental

injury such as fire, explosion, power outage, flood and toxic chemicals, we shall establish

prevention classification, classification for emergency handling in accordance with different

management levels and emergency rescue contingency plan for emergency handling, and

also conduct regular fire fighting exercise and contingency response in order to ensure the

overall safety of the company and prevent the occurrence of hazards or accidents and mini-

mize influence to employee health, safety and company properties. TXC’s Business Disaster

Recovery Plan is presented the company website: http://www.txccorp.com/tw/index.asp#.

� Violence in the workplace

We shall make every effort to provide a safe working environment for every employee. TXC

shall not tolerate any acts of violence and any language or bodily acts which might cause

violence in the workplace.
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Society
We shall strive to improve the living quality of our community.

We shall:

� Defend the surrounding environment and natural resources.

� Continue to play a fair corporate citizen.

� Support organizations which contribute to improving the natural environment,

educational level and community vitality.

� Regular environmental policy

TXC shall continue to adopt the same attitude in operating the enterprise for paying attention

to and striving to maintain and improving the natural environment.

To accomplish above objectives, we shall:

� Operate our enterprise in the same way as making contribution to the natural  environment.

� Wisely and efficiently use energy resources in operation activities.

� Abide by all relevant environmental laws and regulations, company policy and fair indus-

trial and professional standards.

� Adopt technology and operation flow for minimizing hazards to bodily health and safety.

� Encourage employees to report on circumstances that might endanger bodily health and

safety via non-open confidential channels.

� Corporate citizen accountability

TXC shall provide high quality products and service to improve the safety and sanitation of

our community and shall support local charity groups and non-profit organizations in the

manner of a fair corporate citizen, voluntary service and hard work.

� Relation with community groups

TXC shall strive to establish strategic partner relations with the community organizations.
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� Product Liability

TXC’s products are components which will not produce high temperature or other conditions

that may lead to industrial hazards. As such, the products will not cause safety problems to

customers and consumers. However, we still comply with related international standards and

regulations in our R&D, manufacturing, testing, and sales activities to meet customers’

requirements.

In order to relieve customers and consumers from safety concerns, TXC has bought a prod-

uct liability insurance worth US$5 million in order to meet our social responsibilities.

Shareholders
Our shareholders are owners of the enterprise. We shall continue to win the respect and trust of

our shareholders.

We shall:

� Manage the enterprise in conformance to business ethics and profitability.

� Protect the important properties and information of the company.

� Conduct regular and effective communication via the current channels.

TXC’s corporate governance has been based on the principles mentioned above. We keep

on enhancing the quality of our corporate governance and transparency of management

information. All interested parties can access the “corporate governance” section of our website

to understand shareholders meeting regulations, shareholders information, corporate opera-

tion regulations, and corporate organization structure etc.  TXC will keep on providing infor-

mation related to its management performance so that management performance can be

improved further and shareholders’ interests can be safeguarded.
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Customer
The source of our sustained operation comes from customers. Conformance to customer re-

quirements and expectations is a prerequisite to success.

We shall:

� Provide good quality products and service.

� Meet or supersede customer expectation.

� Honestly and fairly carry out contact and communication.

� Customers Relationship Management

TXC’s customer relationship management policy is explained as below:

� TXC Customers Satisfaction Survey

TXC recognizes the values and needs of customers. In order to enhance customers sat-

isfaction and loyalty, TXC conducted customers satisfaction survey each year. The sur-

vey covers delivery, quality, prices, service, technical support and HSF/GP. Results of the

survey are submitted to QOS management meeting for improvement and follow-up.

� Complete Product Lines:

TXC manufactures a complete range of product lines from low -end to high-end products

with standardized manufacturing process to produce the most competitive products in

large quantities. The complete product lines satisfy all customers’ needs. The quality as-

surance system which is in compliance with international standards enable customers to

purchase and use TXC’s products with confidence.

� The branch and liaison offices of TXC maintain FAE staff to provide application technol-

ogy and training courses in a timely manner to our customers with the help from local

sales force. This approach also enables TXC maintain a market feedback system that

allows the company to continuously upgrade product quality and make further innovation

to satisfy our customers.
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Supplier
We shall maintain a fairly good relation with our suppliers because they are our partners.

We shall:

� Fairly and objectively screen and select suppliers.

� Honestly and frankly negotiate the content of contract.

� Cooperate with suppliers in order to fulfill our commitment to customers.

� Avoid action of lousy decision judgment.

� Selection of suppliers

TXC shall select suppliers in accordance with following 5 objective criteria:

� Leadership in product technology.

� Excellence in service and support.

� Quality.

� Performance in delivery and lead time.

� Performance in overall cost control.

If it is necessary to hold open tender we shall fairly carry out selection in accordance with

above principles.

� Negotiation on content of contract

Throughout the process of negotiation with supplier or potential supplier on content of contract,

our attitude should be fair and just. We shall abide by relevant laws and regulations and

support conventions of a fair enterprise.

� Varied suppliers

TXC strives to cooperate with operators of disadvantaged persons, women, retired service-

men and small and feeble enterprises and willing to gradually increase the amount of pro-

curement contracts.

� Supplier information

We shall never reveal confidential information of our suppliers for joint use by non-TXC exter-

nal persons, unless said supplier has written permission for consent.
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Environmental protection

The environmental issue has changed its original feature and grown into a global destruction

problem from a regional one. Global warming, attack by heat waves, exhaustion of the ozone layer

and acid rain and so on. Any problem of the environmental issue could have extensive implications on

the natural and ecological environment.

We have only one earth is not a slogan but a call for actual action for cherishing our living space.

We also are accountable for protection of the environment, resolving environmental issues, caring for

nature and cherishing nature. Our most pressing job is protection of the earth environment in the

future.

Environmental, Health and Safety Policy
TXC strictly complies with the legal requirements and relative standards in the R/D, manufacturing,

testing, and marketing procedures to ensure our systems are continuously improved and can be

linked with the latest global standards. To fulfill the social responsibilities, here we committed to pro-

tect the Earth and take care of our employees as follows:

� Provide safe and clean working environment is the one of the key responsibilities of the

managerial members.

� Provide safer, cleaner, and ill-free working environment in order to protect all people inside

factory.

� Abide by the laws or administration rules and to develop needed procedures and operation

procedures to minimize the impact caused by pollution.

� Provide continuous and necessary trainings to communicate company°¶s policies with stake-

holders so as to facilitate them with needed knowledge and righteous behaviors.

� Continuously improving our systems and performance standards.

� Build smooth communication channels between executive managers and employees by en-

couraging them to propose their suggestions.

�  Provide RoHS-free products and better working environment through waste-reducing activi-

ties and self-disciplined mentality.
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Environmental Protection Planning and Management
Establish ISO14001Management System through

(1) Environmental impact evaluation: Environmental impact evaluation is conducted to make

sure we are environmentally friendly.

(2) Establish goal-setting management: Each year TXC sets it environment improvement goals.

Each goal is accomplished with environment improvement measure.

(3) Regulation screening: TXC screens international environment protection laws and regula-

tions on a quarterly basis and a compliance review is carried out semi-annually to make sure

the company meets all environment compliance requirements.

All the above activities are also followed up through our internal audit system to make sure that

not only we meet international compliance requirements, but also fulfill our responsibility of protecting

the earth. TXC will keep on following the ISO14001 spirit of continuing improvement by taking energy-

saving, water-saving, and carbon reduction measures.

� Energy conservation measures

� In 2007 TXC installed 1,550 energy-saving lights in its clean room to replace conventional

lights. This move saves 27,156 kW/hrs each year and can be translated to a reduction of

carbon emission of 17,298 kilograms.

Before installment After installment
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� In 2008 TXC replaced CDA pipeline with new one. This move saved 423,750 kW/hrs

during April and December that year, reducing carbon emission of 269,929 kilograms.

� In 2009, 1,276 units of T5 energy-saving lights were installed at TXC’s Pingzhen and

Beitou office and factory. The improvement saved 206,000 kW/hr and reduced carbon

dioxide emission of 131,222 kilograms.

 Before installment  After installment
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� Water conservation measures

Starting from 2008, 35% of the RO water in our pure water production process has been

used for toilet flushing. From January to September of 2009, 7,255 tons of clean running

water was saved.

� Resources recycling and re-utilization

The safety and sanitation management operation has stipulated the percentage for conver-

sion of waste resources for daily analysis and statistics.

� Recycling rate for cartons 100%.

� Recycling rate for light bulbs 99.9%.

� Scrap products to be recycled to Super Dragon Technology Co., Ltd to refine gold and

silver.

� Pollution Prevention Management

The pollution prevention equipment in the factory is operated and maintained by authorized

work unit of TXC according to comprehensive management and operation procedure

documents. This policy makes sure the functions of pollution prevention equipment are maxi-

mized for its best effects. The pollution prevention measures are explained as follows:

� Measures for Preventing Air Pollution

The factory is equipped with two air cleaning towers and three sets of activated carbon

filtering equipment. The flowchart is illustrated below. “The air quality inspection stan-

dards and inspection results are presented in corporate website�=The environment safe

hygiene check table of TXC Ping Cheng factory.

(http://www.txccorp.com/tw/e_quality/03.html)
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� Measures for Preventing Water Pollution

TXC conducted waste water quality inspection on a quarterly basis. The inspection re-

sults meet the government-set standards. “The inspection standards and inspection re-

sults are presented in corporate website” The environment safe hygiene check table of

TXC Ping Cheng factory. (http://www.txccorp.com/tw/e_quality/03.html)

Waste water treatment flow is listed below.

In 2009, the company installed waste water treatment and pollution prevention equipment,

which has passed government inspection. TXC has acquired approval to dump waste water

after treatment.
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� Waste management

For the “TXC waste control and management method” for various waste operation control

operation in the factory. Waste materials are classified and sorted before being hauled away

by waste material processors, which have been approved by the government for the treat-

ment or recycling of the waste materials.

TXC waste materials management flow and qualified treatment processors are listed

below:

Waste Materials Classification
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Waste Materials Storage Flow
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Waste Materials Processing Flow
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TXC Waste Materials Treatment Contractors

Type of Waste materials Company Name

Daily garbage
Dingli

Wooden materials

Non-organic dirt Dakai

Non-hazardous oil and grease Yi- Tzeng Co., Ltd.

Non-hazardous acids
Super Dragon Technology Co., Ltd.

Waste electronic components

� 2009 Vision and objectives for Green environment

Short term objectives:

� Complete Eup inventory list for all TXC product series by 1st half of 2009

� Reduce CO2 consumption for product series requires CO2 by end of 2009

Long term objectives:

� Target for Eup is 20% reduction by 2011 base on EuP result. The target shall be adjusted

based on technological trend.
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Promotion of environmental protection events
TXC employees have been actively taking part in environmental protection activities in order to

make the earth more sustainable and livable. While global warming is worsening, the company and

its employees fulfill their role in shouldering the responsibility of improving the situation.

� Making Our Factory Greener

� TXC has been making all-out landscaping efforts to make its environment greener by

planting hundreds of trees around its factory so that the factory may look like a garden.

� TXC took part in the “adopting a green zone activity” sponsored by Hsinchu Industrial

Zone Service Center of the Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA). TXC was cited for its

outstanding performance in this activity in 2009 by Northern Industrial Zone Administra-

tion of the MOEA.
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� Energy-Saving Measures

� In order to reduce carbon dioxide emission, TXC encourages its employees to ride bi-

cycles by providing bicycle parking space. The company also encourages its employees

commuting between its Pingzhen factory and Beitou work site to make car pool

arrangements.

� Use water conserving faucets and remove tissue paper to reduce living garbage.

� Set air-conditioning temperature to 25� in the office area.

� Waste Minimisation Measures

� Use environmental protection dining sets in employee canteens to implement environ-

mental protection in everyday life.

� The company’s fruit bar encourages employees to prepare their own cups in order to be

more environmentally friendly. Those who do not prepare their own cups are required to

pay $2 per cup.
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� Use ceramic cups in conference rooms and prohibit using paper cups.

� No beverages in plastic containers in vending machine.

� Promote classification of garbage, implement the concept of classification in the factory,

install resources collection carton in specific points of the factory, and recycle the various

classified living garbage and resource garbage and concomitantly carry out recycling of

kitchen waste.

� Promote recycling and re-utilization of paper starting from May 2008.

� Keep on upgrading Electronic System (E-System) such as E-bulletin Board, electronic

forms, electronic payroll slips and email to reduce wastage of paper.
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Greenhouse gas emission
In response to protection of the earth through reduction of greenhouse gas emission, calculate

the emission of CO2 on base of power consumption starting from 2005. According to data provided by

Taiwan Power Company, though the overall power consumption and corresponding increase in green-

house gas emission have increased following continuous rise of manpower and production lines, the

percentage of corresponding increase is under effective control with adoption of green building for

factory facilities and power system using energy conserving system. Thereafter, we will continue to

improve power control system and re-utilization of water resources. The final goal is aimed at reduc-

ing and practically monitoring power wastage, increase re-utilization of water for industrial use and

reduce greenhouse gas emission. We have fully responded to requirements for global environmental

protection.

� Power usage

Year Power consumption Revenue No. of employees

2006 83,670 4,839,693 806

2007 116,378 5,961,970 945

2008 27,897 6,547,340 889

� Water usage

Year Water consumption Revenue No. of employees

2006 83,670 4,839,693 806

2007 116,378 5,961,970 945

2008 147,998 6,547,340 889

� Daily Garbage Treatment Quantity

Year Garbage consumption Revenue No. of employees

2007 109,270 5,961,970 945

2008 129,430 6,547,340 889
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Green procurement regulation and standard
In line with the EU directive on RoHS and WEEE, TXC has started to prohibit use of lead, cadmium,

mercury, hexavalent chromium, PBB and PBDE since 1 July, 2006. Based on mutual understanding

and joint promotion of environmental improvement activities, we passed certification of Sony GP in

February 2006. To enable suppliers share environmental information, TXC has used the green envi-

ronmental protection procurement activities as the basic for continued supply of environmental pro-

tection products for its users. To ensure the product quality conforms to the RoHS green environmen-

tal protection regulation, TXC has promoted the green procurement flow, that is, to strictly prohibit the

use of controlled substances (lead, cadmium, mercury, hexavalent chromium, and PBB and PBDE

flame retardant agents), and also require suppliers not to use the prohibited substances.

Hazardous Substance Free(HSF) Policy
TXC will continue striving for manufacturing HSF products by using environment friendly materi-

als and non-contamination process in order to meet the most rigid worldwide standards and the

expectation of our customers. Here, TXC commits:

� Based upon the most rigid legitimate rules or the requirements of our customers to set TXC’s

green product policy in order to be the fittest green products partner of our customer.

� Documented the environmental policy in details to promote the overall awareness of the

environmental protection concept and the implementation methods.

� Through company-wide various activities to ensure the quality of our green products will

meet or exceed the regulated or expected requirements.

� Continuously improving environmental management system through periodic auditing and

system inspection.

� TXC’s company policy, aimed at everlasting, is based upon the corner stones of green prod-

ucts designing, environmental protection, and customer satisfaction.
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Supplier management

� Change management requirements

Suppliers should submit the “Change Management Confirmation” to TXC on a monthly basis

or in the event of change.

� Handling of environmental substances management
abnormalities

� Upon discovering materials or products not in conformance to relevant environmental

protection laws and regulations or suspicion of other contamination, it is necessary to file

an oral report to TXC within 3 hours and submit to TXC a formal written report within 24

hours.

� Request suppliers to implement the green product management system and since the EU

RoHS has officially taken effect, components and materials delivered to TXC must con-

form to the TXC EMS 011 standards. If components and materials of suppliers are found

to have prohibited substances at the customer end, TXC shall indemnify the supplier for

US$5 million and demand additional compensation for tarnishing of TXC reputation and

rework hours or losses of scrapped materials.

� Green product and environmental protection
declaration

All products, materials and components provided by suppliers to TXC shall conform to the

2002/95/EC RoHS directive and all requirements of the TXC documentation (EMS 011) for

environmental management of substances control and relevant environmental protection laws

and regulations. And also guarantee that the chemical test reports and relevant environmen-

tal protection information provided are issued by internationally certified laboratories, and no

fabrication of content or cover up of information and in the event of violation, the concerned

company shall indemnify all losses and legal responsibility.

Suppliers should countersign and return the Green Product and Environmental Protection

Declaration once a year and forward back to the corresponding procurement contact window

of TXC.
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� Contractor Management

In order to protect the safety of contractors’ employees, TXC sets up contractor safety and

hygiene management system in order to avoid accidents. Before a contractor relationship is

finalized, the company will sign “contractor safety, hygiene and environment management

agreement”. The work and activities of the contractor are closely monitored before the as-

signed project begins. The same monitoring is conducted during and after the project. The

monitor and management of contractors is based on “Procurement and Contractor Manage-

ment Flow”. While the project is being carried out by the contractors, TXC will assign inspec-

tors to conduct safety and management auditing to assure the assigned work is being imple-

mented according safety regulations.
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Procurement and Contractor Management Flow
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Social public benefits

Since its inception, TXC has all along feedback to society to meet the expectation of a fair corpo-

rate citizen. Feedback is responsibility and good deed is conscience, it is so for the individual and

should there be exception for the enterprise? The Gospel of Matthew says: “Charity should not be

feigned and publicized for personal honor.” Over the years, TXC has silently engaged in charitable

deeds with the intention of feedback to society without any intention of disclosure and be known by

other people. Hence, it is a matter “of the left hand does not know what the right hand is doing.”

Recently, thanks to vigorous promotion by Professor Gao Xijun, founder of Farsight magazine, the

concept of Corporate Social Responsibility has been widely known among the public. Therefore,

colleagues have recommended the company to contribute more efforts to society. To this end, we

would like to report on our contributions to schools and social welfare groups by the company over the

past years: Genesis Social Welfare Foundation, Taipei City Orphanage of God, Longtan School for

the Mentally Disabled, Pingzhen Guohong Elderly Care Center, Syin-Lu Social Welfare Foundation,

Changan Elementary School, Yat-sen Elementary School, and etc. We would like to give a sketch of

what we have done in order to be vigilant for the future and continue to promote and execute our

social responsibility. Looking to the future, TXC will continue to feedback to society and fulfill its

corporate social responsibility.

Public welfare and charity

� Sponsoring Birthday Party for Mentally Retarded

TXC volunteers sponsored birthday parties for the mentally retarded children of a special

school at Lungtan, Taoyuan. Our volunteers led the students to make balloon hats, play step-

on-balloon game, guess English letters game, and cut the birthday cakes. The volunteers

brought joys to the students.
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� Donation for Morokot Typhoon Victims

Typhoon Morokot brought the worst damages to Taiwan on Aug.8 of 2009. TXC launched a

company-wide donation drive for the victims of the typhoon. The donation totaled NT$33,

773,382 which was given to the needy through the Tzu Chi Foundation.

� Donation to Charity Groups

Since the financial crisis occurred in late 2008, the charity organizations suffered from insuf-

ficient donations. To support these organizations, TXC employees launched “delivering warmth

in winter” fund raising drives. All the raised fund was given to five charity groups including

Taoyuan Pingzhen special school.

� Donation of Toys and Books for Children’s Day

On the eve of Children’s Day, TXC donated the toys and books to give to three charity groups

including the HongHua children’s Orphanage.
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� Donation to the Blood Bank

Starting from 2007, TXC sponsors two blood donation drives each year as a way to make its

feedback to the society. The colleagues have generously responded to these public welfare

activities.

� Donation of packaged rice

After Zhongyuan Festival on universal salvation activities, the packaged rice, food cans,

biscuits and fruits were donated to the orphanages in Pingzhen and Longtan, Taipei City

Orphanage of God and Taipei City Nursery.
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Environment and protection

� Environmental protection dining set donation

In response to activities for “conserving energy, reducing carbon and greening the earth”

TXC has donated environmental protection dining sets to the neighboring schools so that

elementary school students would form the good habit and extend the activities to every

accessible corner, and also donate to schools such as Taipei City Yat-sen Elementary School,

Guting Elementary School, Daan Elementary School and Ruiyuan Elementary School in

Taoyuan County, a total of 21 schools.

� Bicycle Tours

The bicycle club of TXC has been sponsoring bicycle tours to promote the “Three Low”

conceptsJJlow carbon dioxide emission, low energy consumption, and low pollution. These

tours are frequently combined with environment improvement activities.
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� Ecological protection activities donation

Arouse public attention for ecological preservation and environmental protection through spon-

soring of fund-raising activities on “bringing back butterflies to National Taiwan University of

Science and Technology.” Funds raised will be donated to education of International Jane

Goodball Institute and to assist the Nature Preservation Association with promotion of local

preservation activities in Taiwan.

� Promotion of Butterfly Protection

TXC publicized “Taipei Butterfly Month 2009” through its bulletin board so that all employees,

their families, and friends have the opportunity to appreciate the beauty of the butterfly world,

the ecology of butterfly, and the importance and value of natural resources conservation.

Arts and culture

� Donation for Promotion of Music

Starting from 2007, TXC Continuously sponsor the Jinyuan Charity Singing Concert and

donate part of the income to the Rare Disease Foundation for promotion of arts by the patients.

The company made several donations to Chamber Music Society of Taiwan in 2009 to pro-

mote music.
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Education and research

� Donation to Improve Education Environment and
Equipment

In order to improve the education environment and facilities of schools, TXC chairman Paul

Lin and president Peter Lin made donations to Da Tun Elementary School and Huwei High

School, in Huwei, Yunlin, respectively, so the students will have better learning results.

� Donation of Student Grants

TXC president Peter Lin made donations to National Taiwan University of Science and Tech-

nology to help students of low income families to accomplish their study goals successfully.

� Outdoors teaching activities / Boy Scout Overnight
Camping expenses donation

With donations to Taipei City Lanzhou Junior High School, students are able to participate in

outdoors teaching activities and learn knowledge outside the classroom.

� Donation of Sporting Equipment

TXC has donated the basketballs to the neighboring schools such as Taipei and Ping-Cheng

Elementary School, a total of 22 schools. Through this donation, the future masters of the

nation will have a better sporting environment and appliances and improve their bodily health.
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� Support children’s English Experience Winter Camp

It is hoped that under a happy learning environment, the young friends are inspired and

motivated with interactive teaching and improve their language and communication capability.

� Scholarship for children of TXC employees

Children of TXC colleagues are eligible for application of scholarships with an average score

of over 80 points (inclusive) for the school year and no subjects failed.

The number of scholarships is as follow:

Award  type Category No.(person)

TXC scholarship Elementary school 14

Junior high school 4

Senior high school / vocational 3

College 3
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Planning and outlook
In 2009, TXC continuously promoted various corporate social responsibility activities focusing on

the subject of “environmental protection, energy conservation and public charity.”  Aside from daily

operation and product design for implementation of environmental protection and energy conservation,

TXC also strives to fulfill its responsibility as a corporate citizen through contribution to the social

disadvantaged groups via various channels.

Looking to the future, TXC will implement following in order to better promote our corporate

social responsibility:

� Green operation
To meet the goal of customer satisfaction, we will continue to work together with our suppliers

and convey the concept and practices of HSPM / GPMS to suppliers and demand suppliers

to meet the stringent requirements of ISO14001, QC080000, customers, and laws and regu-

lations with the required environment, raw materials, materials, tooling, and knowledge of

personnel to create still better quality and high technology products with no contamination.

� Vocational safety and sanitation
In the future, TXC will further improve the current safety and sanitation organization, continue

to implement safety publicity in the factory, educational training , zero hazards, pursuit the

goal of zero casualties and certified to be in compliance with the vocational safety and hy-

giene standards so that colleagues can more safely and comfortably engage in work.

� Public welfare activities
In 2010, TXC will continuously actively expand participation in social welfare activities and

benefit activities, and encourage colleagues to participate in voluntary service so that our

colleagues would influence their family members and relatives and friends to further extend

the effect of the activities.

� Environment Protection Commitment
TXC actively promotes and participates in environmental protection and conservation

education, takes positive actions to make the earth greener, and makes work and living

space more beautiful in order to fulfill our social responsibility of a global citizen.

� Employee participation
Voluntary and aggressive participation by employees is most critical for success or failure of

corporate social responsibility activities. In the future, we will more effectively encourage

employees to voluntarily design and participate in relevant activities in a more systematic

and methodical way and carry forward TXC’s corporate culture of having people as the basic.
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